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1 BRICKS
lands, the bricks. are made by throwing some
of the prepared paste into a wooden frame,
known as a mould, so as to fill it completely.
Any surplus paste is cut off with a wooden knife,
and the mould is lifted up and gently emptied
either on to the floor .or on to a small board,
on which the brick can be carried to the
drying shed without damaging it.

The dried bricks are next piled one on
another in large chambers, built of brick, and
known as ovens or kilns. They are then heated
slowly until they are at a bright red heat
throughout, and afterwards allowed to cool.
The knns are sometimes heated by fireplaces
built in the walls, and sometimes curious hollow
pillars are formed by some of the bricks in the
kilns, and small quantities of cqal are dropped
into these pillars from time to time. A brickmac-hine will easily produce 2,500,000 bricks in
a year, and some machines will produce three
and four times this number.
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Different Kinds of Bricks

Common bricks are those generally employed
for building purposes. They are usually red,
but are seldom uniform in colour, and often have
a whitish scum on them. Facing briohs are
used for the exteriors of buildings, and are
superior to common bricks, both in colour and
accuracy of shape. Engineering bricks are
specially dense, and very str-ong. They are
burned at a higher temperature than common
bricks. Fire-bric.ks are used in the construction
of furnaces, etc.; they remai:o. unaltered under
conditions of heating which would cause other
bricks to be completely melted. Paving bricks
are like engineering bric-ks, and are selected on
account of their great resistance to traffic.

Nowadays clay mixing is mostly done by machinery, but
as some clays are. . not suited to mechanical treatment they
have to be dealt with by hand, as you can see in the picture.
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In the plastic process, the outlet of the pug..
mill is made the shape of a brick, so that the
paste issues from the machine in a long bar or
column, about 9! inches wide and 4! inches
deep. A youth cuts off a piece of this paste,
about 2 feet 6 inches long, by means of a tightly
stretched wire, and pushes it forward on to a
cutting table. He then pulls a lever, and the
paste is pushed against nine tightly stretched
wires, which cut it into eight bricks, and leave
a piece of surplus paste at each end. The
surplus pieces are thrown back into the pugmjlJ,
and the bricks are taken away to be dried.
This method of making bricks is sometimes
known as the wire-cut process ; the bricks made
by it are quite flat on all sides, and have no
hollow or frog on them.

MOULDING THE CLAY INTO BRICKS
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How Pressed Bricks are Made

In the stiff-plastic process, the paste is made
.as stiff as possible, and it is passed directly from
the pugmill into a press fitted with a rotary
table, containing a suitable number of moulds.
All bricks made by this process are, therefore,
pressed bricks.
The bricks must usually be dried before they
-can be sent to the kilns and baked, otherwise
they will crack. The drying is most often
-effected in large sheds, the floors of which are
heated by steam. The bricks are laid on the
floor about half an inch apart, and in a few
days they are dry. A cheaper method consists
in placing the bricks on ears, which are then
passed slowly through a hot tunnel, in which the
drying is completed in from 24 to 40 hours. In
.some parts of the south of England, many millions of brioks are dried each year in the open air.

The clay is pressed into a wooden mould, any surplus being
scraped away with a knife. Here the moulder is turning a
fa-shioned brick out of the mould.

Glazed bricks are made in the same manner as
ordinary bricks usually from fir-e-clay and are
re-pressed, so as to ensure their being accurate
in shape. One face is then coated with a
powder, which, when the bricks are fired in the
ki1n, melts to a clear or opaque glass.
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